PRODUCT DESCRIPTION – STANDARD FEATURES

The IBM 6746/6747 and IBM 6750 are a new generation of Electronic Typewriters.

IBM 6746/6747 and IBM 6750 offer significant improvements over the Selectric III including most of the model 65 functions and some unique functional innovations.

The IBM 6746/6747 utilize Printwheel Technology. The IBM 6750 employs the Resistive Ribbon Thermal Technology, which provides high quality nonimpact printing.

The machines utilize Microprocessors to control major functions and contain minimal moving mechanical parts a Membrane Keyboard, and Stepper Motors.

Machine adjustments are minimal and easy to perform.
THE IBM 6746/6747 AND THE IBM 6750 OFFER:
THE FOLLOWING:

The keyboard is a sealed membrane keyboard which offers the operator angle adjustments of 8, 12 and 16
degrees.

A multi-language keyboard will be applied to the
IBM 6747/6750, a dual language keyboard to the
IBM 6746.

To handle the paper the platen is keyboard controlled, eliminating the need for platen knobs.

Indexing options are 1, 1 1/2, 2 and 3 line spaces.

The paper movements are controlled by the paper-up
paper-down and carrier return keys.

For repositioning of the writing line the micro-up
and micro-down keys offer 1/48” indexing.

The IBM 6746/6747 are supplied with a customer
changeable 96 character print wheel (Supply item).

The print wheel contains code holes which allow the
IBM 6746/6747 to automatically set pitch and
impression level.

Pitch: 10, 12 and 15 characters per inch.
72 automatic character correction (IBM 6746).
Semi-automatic paper insertion.
Half back space.
Automatic underscore.
Automatic centering.

Sound hood. (IBM 6746/6747).
The print burst speed is 16 characters/second in
10 pitch.

IN ADDITION THE IBM 6747/6750 OFFER:
Proportional Spacing (PS).
Automatic error correction.
256 bytes character buffer for error correction.
Decimal Tab.
Automatic carrier return.
7.1 kbytes memory (RAM).
Battery back up (Customer replaceable).
Single unit back space when in proportional
spacing mode.
Indent margin.

IN ADDITION THE IBM 6750 OFFERS:

Print burst speed 40 character/second in
10 pitch.
Customer replaceable printhead (Supply item).
Customer pluggable electronic front, contains 192
to 394 characters depending on type-style and
language. (Supply item).
Sound hood. (Optional feature).
Bold print.

Special features. (Not available in all countries)

Feature adapter option.

And the following which can be plugged in the feature adapter:

1. Printer option attaches to the IBM Personal
Computer parallel interface for use as a
letter quality printer.

2. Spell check option: This is an interactive
dictionary verifying the spelling of the equivalent
of 50 000 words commonly used in business.
In addition it contains a 300 word supplemen-
tary dictionary that the user can fill with words
specific to his environment.

It is currently available for UK English or
American English.

3. 24 character display for the IBM 6747/6750 only.

Preventive Maintenance

There is no scheduled preventive maintenance for
IBM 6746/6747/6750. However a lubrication check
will be part of each service call.
Installation

The IBM 6746/6747/6750 and their features are designed for customer set-up and will operate in class B+ environment.

Product classification and maintenance

The IBM 6746/6747/6750 are low maintenance complexity typewriters which are designed to be serviced by machine category 1 CE's.

IBM 6746/6747/6750 have been designed to be serviced on-site. However if appropriate packaging is used, countries may offer an off-site service.

The functional FRU concept centres around defining Field Replaceable Units so that the majority of the causes of a functional failures will be eliminated by replacing that FRU.

The maintenance approach for these products provides limited checking during power on sequence, limited built-in diagnostics and a written maintenance library.

To support On-Site Maintenance Strategy a CE Spare Parts/Diagnostic Kit is necessary to fix the machine.

Spare parts should also be available at Branch Office level.

IBM will provide on-site service during the Warranty Period and after the Warranty Period.

Training

The IBM 6746/6747 training will be conducted using Lab/Lecture during two days. Prerequisite, knowledge of typewriter environment is recommended. The IBM 6750 training is a 4 hours FIS/Video training. Prerequisite is IBM 6746/6747 training.